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Editorial
Ah 2021....It was all going to be so different to 2020 wasn't it, but after the initial flurry of events
being cancelled or rescheduled because of COVID we at least had races cancelled for different
reasons - wind and too much of it! We did eventually get our first Nationals in since 2019 at
Abersoch even if it was plagued by extremely windy weather With the 2020 Worlds in Marstrand
having to be cancelled, a bit of reshuffling by OKDIA saw them jump to 2022 and the Worlds here in
the UK moved back to 2023. OKDIA did try to have the Worlds at Garda this year, but it was not to
be with various fleets, including is in the UK, being grounded. They did manage to run an
International Event in Garda and a closing event down in Bandol, so fingers crossed for a f ull
programme here in the UK and Internationally in 2022.
In 2022 the Dinghy Show is moving venue to Farnborough (which apparently is handy if you have a
private plane), and we will be there as always. Please do hop in your LearJet/car/train/bus/bike and
come and join in on the stand. As most of you will know, we have an active presence on social
media and we are always keen to add new content for others to enjoy. The Facebook Group in
particular is active with a great mix of current sailors, ex-OK sailors and the occasional legendary
boat builder. As a reminder you can find us at
•

Facebook

•

Facebook British OK Dinghy Sailors Group

•

Instagram

And at the UK Class Association website which contains all sorts of useful information about the
association and the class in general along with results, tuning guide information etc
•

Classified Ads

•

Website Forum (now closed but useful for searching the archive)

We've tried to pack as much as we can into the Newsletter and a big thanks must go to all those who
have contributed to it. We hope you enjoy looking back on '21 and forward to '22 and beyond.
Karen

Chairman's Chat
It gives me pleasure to report that the association has been able to enjoy something of a more
normal season this year. We have managed to hold both a National Championship regatta and an
Inland championship event and our three series events have been completed. Unfortunately some
early season open meetings were unable to go ahead as planned due to Covid but some were
reorganised once restrictions were relaxed. With the exception of Weymouth attendances were a
little down from the numbers expected but upon reflection this should not have been a surprise.
The weather gods have, as usual, had their say. The determination shown by Bryan Drake and the
team from Weymouth sailing club to get a championship completed should be commended and I
would like to reconfirm my thanks to everyone involved in what were highly unusual circumstances.
I did receive some comments from some sailors regarding the sailabilty or otherwise in the
conditions experienced but would like to say that safety of the competitors and race crews were
always uppermost in any decisions made. The inland championships at Chase sailing club
experienced the other end of the Beaufort scale but was no less enjoyable and I am happy to report
that my boat did actually get wet unlike Weymouth.
Both of our main events were sponsored by Allen and for those of you unable to attend at Chase I
would like to reiterate my thanks to Allen and confirm that they have indicated their willingness to
continue with sponsorship of the class through until after the World Championships in 2023. Further
details of this sponsorship will be announced in the new year. Of Course I must also say a big thank
you to all our other very kind sponsors North Sails, HD Sails, Noble Marine Insurance, Rain and Sun
Covers and Gul.
Congratulations should go to Nick Craig for winning the scaled down North Series AND the six event
HD series AND taking the Travellers Trophy which encompassed eight events.

Looking forward to next year it should be reminded that the RYA dinghy show has moved to
Farnborough International and is being held on the last weekend of February. Your association has
booked a stand and we look forward to welcoming as many of you as possible at the event. There
remain a few dates to be confirmed before the 2022 full fixture list can be published but with the
world championships being held during August it has been necessary to bring the Nationals forward
to the first half of July.

Your worlds 2023 committee continue to meet regularly with representatives from Lyme Regis
sailing club and our plans are becoming firmer as time moves on. Depending upon the publication
date of this article there are now only eighteen or so months to go before this event. In order for it
to be the success that we want there still remains much to do. Sponsorship of the event, at whatever
level, is crucial to its success and any offers or ideas would be most welcome. Volunteers to assist
with administrative duties and offers to lend / drive RIBs for support purposes are a few things that
come to mind.

Finally I would like to thank you all for your continued support to the association. Without you all the
plans for future growth and high-level participation would be pointless.

Best wishes for the rest of this year, the festive season and next year.

Rodney Tidd
Chairman
IOKDBCA

1 - Class Chair Rodney Tidd

Dinghy Show

This year the Dinghy Show has not only be renamed the RYA Dinghy & Watersports Show but it has
also moved to the Farnborough International Centre and will now also include windsurfing, foiling,
paddleboarding and kayaking
Farnborough is on the M3, south of London so, although further to travel for some, there will be
fewer traffic jams, no congestion charge and free parking. The event is on the week end of 26-27th
February 2022. Our stand is C20 besides our friends the Europes and planning is already well
advanced.
Advance tickets are available at a special discount rate of £11.00 for RYA members and £13.50 for
non-members. Weekend tickets are also available. For all the latest news and information
visit www.dinghyshow.org.uk

Snippets from the Secretary
Firstly, we welcome 16 new members, too many to list here, who have bought an International OK
dinghy. We welcome you all to our friendly and thriving fleet. We look forward to seeing you on the
Open circuit in 2022.
The knock-on effect is that second-hand boats are a rarity, so if you have one in your garage not
being used, now is the time to sell it. You can advertise your boat on both the website and the
Facebook page. If I can be of help, do contact me.
All of our boat builders are doing well: Idol Composites has several orders as has JJ Boats. Synergy
Marine cannot build boats fast enough for both the British and the French markets. Ovington Boats
has had to expand their boat building centre to accommodate demand – currently standing at 31
produced in 2021, with many going abroad. If you are looking to replace your boat next year with a
new one in time for the 2023 World Championship, may I urge you to book a build slot immediately.

The World Championship 2023 preparations in Lyme Regis are surging ahead, with all the basic
infrastructure now in place. The race officer, the race team, the Jury and the media package are
confirmed. We have the campsite organised and offers to assist with the transit of overseas
competitors from airports and ferry ports. To assist with preparations, we could do with a couple of
extra RIBs. Do you have one we could borrow /charter for the Jury to use afloat? We are asking you
first because this is a cheaper option to hiring, which ultimately will reflect in a cheaper entry fee! To
make this a World Championship to remember, we are looking for more sponsors. All of our regular
sponsors have offered to support the Worlds with goods and cash, thank you! If we can encourage
more companies to get involved in supporting the event, the more extras we can provide. Can you
help? A sponsorship package is now available which I can send to you personally or to your work if
you think they will be keen to support the OK fleet.

The Dinghy Show preparations are well underway, thank to Bill Bradburn. The show is at
Farnborough International Centre on Saturday / Sunday 26-27th February. We have Dick Batt’s new
Ovington boat on the stand – with his own sail – on display. Here is the code to purchase your
dinghy show ticket from the RYA: RYAEX2244. I hope you will support the Class by visiting us on
stand C20. If you would like to be involved in manning the stand, I would love to hear from you.
Congratulations to Nick Craig who won all three of the 2021 series: HD Inland Series, the North
Super Sail Series and the Traveller Series. He came second to Henry Wetherell in the very windy
National Championship at Weymouth – well done Nick! Tony has managed to produce a wonderful
Open circuit for 2022, and the National Championship is at Herne Bay on 14-17th July. Please
support the Class at all these events by booking your holidays now!
Henry and Russ are working on a training programme for 2022. They have lots of ideas and they are
finalising dates as I write. Unfortunately, we cannot get an Open meeting at Lyme Regis Sailing Club
in 2022, but we are hoping that training at sea venues during 2022 will hone skills and prepare
World Championship participants for these conditions.

I look forward to seeing you on the circuit in 2022
Mary

2022 Fixture List

As always we are indebted to Tony Woods for juggling everything and putting together a great
fixture list for 2022.

•

Feb 26/27

Dinghy Show at Farnborough International Centre

•

March 19/20

Ovington Weekend at Grafham Water

•

April 9th

Burghfield Sprints

•

April 23/24

Waveney and Oulton

•

May 7/8

POSH regatta

•

May 13/15

Spring Cup, Medemblik

•

June 2/3/4

River Championship, Upper Thames

•

June 4/5

Hayling Island

•

June 11

Cookham

•

July 2/3

Overy Staithe

•

July 14/17

National Championship, Herne Bay.

•

August 6/13

World Championship at Marstrand, Sweden

•

September 3/4 Stokes Bay

•

Sept 28 / Oct 1 European Championship, Bandol

•

October 15

South Staffs

•

November 19

Winter Championship, Alton Water

Inlands - Date and Venue TBC

2 - Tony in action at Weymouth. Photo - Richard Bowers

2022 Nationals - Herne Bay
We were last at Herne Bay in 2017 for our Nationals which were won by Luke Gower so it is with
great enthusiasm that we are returning there for the 2022 Nationals. It was an excellent event and
the club could not have been more helpful. With the 2023 Worlds scheduled to take place in the UK
less than 12 months after the 2022 Nationals it will almost certainly be a very well attended event.
Here are a few memories of that splendid 2017 event to tempt you

Whether we will see a rematch between Burt and Paul Pike between who can do the most sit-ups or
press ups remains to be confimed.

2021 Allen Sailing OK Nationals

In the biggest turnout in a decade an amazing 46 OKs arrived at Weymouth Sailing club for the
2022 OK Dinghy Nationals sponsored by Allen Sailing.

While the Weymouth SC OK fleet had the biggest club contingent, Hayling Island SC was close behind
in numbers – a clear indicator of the growth in the OK as a significant class there. Giving the event an
international flavour were three boats from New Zealand (two UK based Kiwis, plus one NZ based
British pro-sailor who was stuck in the UK while waiting for a chance to return to NZ) and two boats
from UK based Polish Sailors.
With a few days to go it was clear that the event was going to be windy, but quite how windy it was
going to be surprised everyone. The first day (Thursday) saw a strong SSE wind pushing a large swell
into the bay and after venturing out the RO decided the combination of large swell in the bay and
very strong wind did not make it safe to run races. With the courses planned for Weymouth bay and
WSC sailing out of the harbour the option even to head for the shelter of nearby Portland harbour
was not possible.

3 - Photo - Richard Bowers

Day two (Friday) saw another wild day in the bay, this time although the wind was f rom the SW it
was extremely strong, visibility was poor at times in the continual rain and the RO regard it as
beyond the safe limits for running a race. It was perhaps a day better suited to Weymouth Speed
Week than dinghy racing. However, with the ever-hopeful enthusiasm of the top sailors evident and
the possibility of conditions moderating, the fleet stayed ashore and killed time hoping for a
launching signal that never arrived. After an early AGM but with the event in jeopardy with a
forecast of continued strong winds over the weekend the fleet agreed to make a change the sailing
instructions to allow a three race series and to try for three races on the Saturday as the forecast for
Sunday was looking worse.

Day three (Saturday) was make or break day for the Championship. If the weather didn’t co-operate
and a practical limit on how late races could be run on the Sunday there may not have been a
championship to write about. However, the conditions were workable – windy but workable so the
fleet headed out in the hope of getting three races in.

4 - Photo - Richard Bowers

5 - Photo - Richard Bowers

Conditions were F5+, gusting a lot more from the SW and Race Officer set a course with the
windward mark close to the Portland Harbour breakwater off the Nothe Fort. In a surprising
innovation for the class, the first race got away without any general recalls and it was soon apparent
that it was going to be a day for the hard hikers. OK regular Richard ‘Burt’ Burton led round the first
mark from ex-Finn sailor Henry Wetherell, Nick Craig closely followed by another ex -Finn squad
sailor Andrew Mills. With frequent rain squalls coming through, everybody had a full -on race and at
the finish the final positions were Henry from Nick Craig and Andrew Mills in third.

6 - Photo - Richard Bowers

7 - Photo - Richard Bowers

8 - Photo - Ela Miller

9 - Photo - Ela Miller

10 - Photo - Ela Miller

Race two followed a similar pattern with some significant squalls coming through turning the water
white with spray and the sky grey with bad visibility. Once again, the young Finn sailors Henry
Wetherell and Andrew Mills let their hiking fitness shine taking first and second from Nick Craig in
third. As the race ended, a huge 35knt + squall came through over Portland Harbour and the fleet
scurried as best they could back to the harbour.

11 - Photo - Richard Bowers

After sheltering ashore and enjoying a refreshments courtesy of sponsor Allen Sailing, the race
officer decided that he would try for a third race to secure the championship. So it was a slightly
reduced fleet headed back out to face what the weather threw at it. It turned out to be an even
stronger wind than race 1 & 2 and more vicious low visibility squalls. Once again, the hard hiking
Henry Wetherell took first with veteran Nick Craig taking second from local Terry Curtis proving you
don’t have to be 6 foot plus to do well in the OK in big winds. It was another hard sail back to shore
with Americas Cup sailor Jim Turner capsizing in the middle of the harbour much to the amusement
of many.

12 - Jim Swims.... - Photo Karen Robertson

Adam Savage was last in after an extended period upside down but unable to right the boat without
assistance as the kicker had got wrapped around his foot With three races now completed and a
maximum of two races remaining if the weather cooperated it was clear that Wetherell had won,
but there was still some racing to be done.

13 - Photo - Ela Miller

14 - Photo - Richard Bowers
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Day four (Sunday) greeted the fleet with still more strong winds and a less than enthusiastic fleet,
but the committee boat headed out determined to get more races in. With reports from the
committee boat of 25-28 knots average with gusts in excess of 32knots most of the fleet started
packing ready for an early departure, but to the surprise of many the flag went up to advise sailors
to get ready to launch. Some of those who had packed up already, reversed that and so it was a

smaller fleet headed out to see what conditions were like. When they got there, they found it was
definitely ‘fresh to fruity’, but they managed to get another two races in. Again, Wetherell took the
bullet from Nick Craig and Terry Curtis before heading home with a convincing Championship win
while the second race of the day was won by Andrew Mills from HISC followed (again) by Craig and
Curtis.
So ended a memorable Nationals. Perhaps not memorable for the right reasons, but one that will be
remembered for the great hospitality and enthusiasm of the Weymouth SC team, the wild weather,
and the even wilder reaches.
Full results are here
It was great to see such a great turnout and so many new faces in the fleet. It’s clear than many top
sailors and ex-Finn squad sailors are looking to the OK to provide them with world class competition
as the UK class builds towards the World Championship in 2023 which is being held at nearby Lym e
Regis. It’s also clear that the standard of the front of the fleet is taking a step up and that
opportunity to rise to the challenge is being relished by many. Indeed, in a week where the depth of
the UK Olympic squad system was demonstrated in Japan, it’s great to see some of that same
supporting talent moving into other classes and hopefully helping to raise the game of those who
want to.

16 - Ed (3rd), Nick (2nd) and Henry (1st). Photo - Ela Miller

Special mention must be made of:
Chris Bellow and Keiran Bowsher two youth sailors from West Oxfordshire SC, who had renovated
old boats and were ‘enjoying’ their first Nationals. Although tired and wet after capsizes they should
be applauded for facing such wild conditions and they should be proud of the work they have done
bringing the boats back to life.

17 - Photo - Ela Miller

18 - Photo - Ela Miller

Ned Winter who used the class demo boat and sailed well in challenging conditions for his first time
in an OK. The demo boat is available for anybody wanting to try the OK out. Please contact the
association for more details.

19 - Photo - Richard Bowers

Our thanks go to headline event sponsor Allen Sailing as well as Ovington Boats, North Sails, HD
Sails, Rain and Sun Covers and Noble Marine.

Happenings in the East of England
The Eastern area hosted two official OK events this year. No doubt reports from Overy Staithe and
Alton Water will appear elsewhere in this publication so I will not dwell on them here.
Some of our older members will remember that back in the 1970’s the OK’s formed a large part of a
very well attended sailing week in North West Norfolk. Unfortunately the popularity of the laser led
to a steady decline in OK numbers over the years and we were ultimately dropped from the event. I
am pleased to report that a small resurgence this year led to the OK’s being given their own start
during the week. The eight day event commenced with two days at Ouse Amateur sailing club in
Kings Lynn and proceeded to visit Wells, Blakeney and Overy Staithe before concluding at
Snettisham Beach. Honours were fairly well shared out during the week and wine cellars replenished
accordingly. Duncan Ellis ultimately triumphed but Simon (Spike) Turner and Rodney Tidd both
enjoyed at least one win. Paul Bloom in only his second OK event was never far behind and showed
good speed at times. A windy middle of the week made for two interesting sails at Blakeney and
Overy Staithe. Alex Scoles and Pete Turner joined the fun on a very high tide at Overy in what can
only be described as ‘bordering on crazy’ conditions. The National 12’s decided to stay ashore enmass. Apart from one Streaker and an Aero the only boats to be seen were the OK ’s.

An effort to start in the harbour mouth was attempted but Andy Turner (Race officer) soon
determined this may not be best and soon returned to the flatter water inside. The fleet got away
and after some capsizes Spike Turner was left in front. Unfortunately neither he or anyone chasing
him had made a written note of the course and after an hour of playing ‘Follow my leader around
the wrong course’ a halt was called. Everyone agreed that the conditions were made hugely
appealing by the sun and warm temperature and huge grins were seen on many faces.
The early season event planned for Waveney and Oulton Broad Sailing club proved impossible to
hold due to the pandemic but we are assured that Ben Falat is in close contact with both Tony
Woods and the club in order to secure a date in either Apri l or May 2022. The close proximity of all
amenities necessary to make a successful OK event will hopefully encourage a good turnout.

2021 OK Nationals Headline Sponsor - Allen Sailing

Ben Harden from Allen Sailing writes...
Allen, the UK hardware manufacturer, has been manufacturing performance sailboat fittings since
before the OK was designed. The British company has a long history of supplying fittings to the OK
fleet, most notably their radiused corner boom. More recently Allen has supported the UK OK
National and Inland Championships with a very generous spread of prizes and probably more
important, beer!
Hardware can often be overlooked on sailboats, but in fact it’s quite an important part of how your
boat feels and performs. Especially on the OK where each sailor has their own variation of deck
fitting layout to suit their sailing style. So, for those who like to get technical here ’s a few details
about existing and upcoming parts from Allen that might help you get that extra bit of performance
from your boat.
Mainsheet Roller Fairlead
A quirk of the OK is the class rule of only being permitted to pump the mainsheet through the final
block. Typically, this mean pumping the rope through a mainshe et jammer.
Mainsheet jammers feature a fairlead around the cam cleat to help guide the rope into the cleat
from any angle. However, to do this the fairlead needs to be tight around the cam cleat which will
usually add friction to the system. The standard fairlead is great for when you want to cleat the
mainsheet but not so great when trying to pump and catch a wave!
Fortunately, the Allen design team came up with an ingenious solution. The roller fairlead is
designed with rolling sides and top, so any upwards directional adjustment of the mainsheet is not
affected by the friction of a normal fairlead. This design allows the user to pump the mainsheet from
any angle and with reduced friction when compared to a standard mainsheet jammer system. The
roller fairlead is also shaped to ensure that the mainsheet can still be guided into the cam cleat with
ease.
The roller fairlead is a cam cleat accessory which will fit any cam cleat with a 38mm fixing hole
centre. The assembly also comes with extra-long threaded bolts to allow for customisation with cam
cleat lifters and wedges. The bolts can then be cut to the desired length to suit your needs.

Embed://<iframe width="560" height="315" src="https://www.youtube.com/embed/j-npdPzu5gg"
title="YouTube video player" frameborder="0" allow="accelerometer; autoplay; clipboard-write;
encrypted-media; gyroscope; picture-in-picture" allowfullscreen></iframe>
New Allen OK Boom
Allen OK booms are known within the fleet for having their radiused corners which help to reduce
the damage when sailors inevitably hit their heads! However, the design has been around for some
time and the lever and fitout is starting to look a bit dated. The design team from Allen have shared
a pre-production render with us of a new design they have been working on and will soon be
available to the public.

The update will include a brand-new lever design. The lever will be made from lightweight
aluminium and anodised blue. The design will also feature caps on the end of the lever to reduce any
damage caused by the lever if dropped onto the deck as well as specially designed sheaves for the
vang rope to run around. A few of the other features include the use of Pad-Tii fixings to give neat
and streamlined tying off points for blocks, as well as through deck bushes to allow for easy
attachment of mainsheet configurations. More news about the Allen boom will soon be available, so
keep an eye on the news section of the Allen website over the coming months

Overall Series Winners

HD Series for inland events:
1st Nick Craig
2nd Russ Clark
3rd Andy Dalby

North Sails Series for sea events
1st Nick Craig
2nd Alex Scoles
3rd Duncan Ellis

Traveller Series - accumulated results from every event
1st Nick Craig
2nd Russ Clark
3rd Alex Scoles

Our Sponsors
We are grateful to all our sponsors for their support and generosity again this season. Please show
your appreciation by supporting them if you can

20 - Allen | Performance Sailing Hardware (allenbrothers.co.uk)

Allen Sailing have been a fabulous sponsor in 2021 providing not just prizes but also substantial
support at events throughout the season and we were delighted to have their Ben Harden sailing the

demo boat at the Inlands recently. We cannot thank them enough for being headline sponsor at the
Nationals and look forward to seeing Ben on the water with us again sometime soon.

21 - http://www.hdsails.com/home/newsails/ok/

HD Sails - HD are a small British sail loft with an enviable reputation in the OK and many other
classes and is run by top UK sailor Andy 'Taxi' Davies now that ex -OK World Champion Jim Hunt has
retired from the business. HD sails have been powering sailors like Nick Craig to OK victory for many
years and it is great to see Taxi now campaigning an OK as well. HD kindly sponsor our Inland Series
and generously supplied the sail for the class demo boat

22 - https://www.northsails.com/sailing/en/od/ok

North Sails - North are a key player in the OK class with their sails winning many events including the
recent World Championships. They remain a valued sponsor of the class in the UK supporting many
events and headlining the North Super Series where the winning prize is a valuable voucher against a
new North sail. Contact Charlie Cumbley at North's in the UK for more details on their OK sails

23 - https://www.noblemarine.co.uk/

Noble Marine remains an important sponsor and has an outstanding reputation as a insurer of racing
dinghies.

24 - https://www.ovingtonboats.com/shop/ok.html

Ovington - Ovi's as they are affectionately known by all in many classes have become a major
producer of fast OKs in just a few short years. Headed up by active OK sailor Chris Turner, Ovington
have supported the OK class here in the UK with sponsorship and prizes at many events.

25 - http://www.rainandsun.co.uk/covers/ok_covers.html

Rain and Sun - Rain and Sun have been a supporter of the class for several years and they are the
obvious choice for all you OK cover and bag needs.

2021 Events

While we didn't get a full season in this year, it was so much better than 2020.

Nick Craig takes a dominant win at Cookham Reach OK Open
Saturday June 12th saw a welcome return to competitive sailing for both visiting and club sailors
at Cookham Reach Sailing Club OK Open. For many, this was their first competition for almost two
years and for CRSC, it was the first Open meeting held since July 2019.Eight sailors from clubs all
over the UK visited Cookham to sail alongside five club’s OK sailors in the 2021 Cookham Reach
Sailing Club OK Open, a round of the HD Sails Inland Series. After registration, a cup of tea and a
catch up between friends who had not seen each for a long time, the sailors took to the water and

sailed to the start. They jostled for positions as well as they could in the very light wind conditions
with the majority of the sailors sticking to the Berkshire bank and three of the club’s sailors on the
Buckinghamshire bank. From the start, it was initially closely matched between the two choices, but
nearing the B buoy the Berkshire bank became the better option and these sailors pulled away . Nick
Craig (OK 2232) took an early lead with Alan Robinson (OK 100), Chris Burrell (OK 2234), Edward
Crichton (OK 2093), Sam Sparks (NZL598), Gareth Jones (OK 2115) and Andy Dalby (OK 14) behind.
As they reached the A buoy, Nick had pulled out a good lead ahead of Alan, Chris, Ed and Andy which
he continued to extend throughout the race to take the win with Alan Robinson second and Chris
Burrell third. Gareth Jones was the lead CRSC boat home in seventh.

26 - OK sailors jostling for positions at the start of the race – Picture by Carole Dixon

For the second race, the A buoy was brought down the course to shorten it and hopefully put it into
an area of the river with more wind. This time, all the sailors chose the Berkshire side of the river
with some choosing to sit head to wind hugging the bank just below the start line waiting for the
race start. On the sound of the starter’s horn, the fleet of OKs took off with James Long (OK 1990)
very briefly leading ahead of Alan Robinson, Edward Crichton, Chris Burrell, Andy Dalby and Nick
Craig with a light breeze allowing the sailors to sail straight up the course. As they neared the A
buoy, that wind had shifted round and then disappeared and the sailors were searching for the
slightest wind to get them round with lots of tacking. Nick quickly took the lead ahead of Ed, Alan,
Andy and Sam with a good battle going on between them through the race. Unfortunately, Andy had
to retire on lap 3 leaving Ed, Alan and Sam Sparks to battle for the runners up spot behind a distant
Nick. At the flag, Ed took second ahead of Alan.

27 - Andy Dalby, James Long, Chris Burrell and Gary Adshead search for the wind on the upwind leg from the C to B buoys –
Picture by Carole Dixon

After fish and chips and a first pint of draught Rebellion IPA for many months, the wind picked up
slightly for the start of the 3rd race. Nick Craig and Sam Sparks (NZL598) of Queen Mary SC battled
up to B buoy while the mid-streamers got a nice lift to take them up the Berkshire bank in close
pursuit. It was still a struggle around the Top mark and Andrew Boxer (OK 2196) came a cropper as
did some others, but downwind was an excellent chance to make up places with some tense battles
in midfleet. Sam Sparks had to retire later on and Andy Dalby took over second with Ed Crichton in
third while Gareth Jones kept up the pressure for best Cookham boat in sixth place ahead of Gary
Adshead. Nick finished the race with a good lead over the rest of the fleet again.
Race 4 saw Nick stamp his authority on the day with a master class in light wind river sailing for a
final win, but the battle for second was tense, with Ed Crichton taking the honours over Alan
Robinson of Severn SC as the wind got even more fickle. Gary managed the Cookham fleet’s best
result of the day in fifth just behind Andy Dalby of Burghfield.

28 - The OK fleet on the downwind leg from the A buoy – Picture by Carole Dixon

The presentation took place in bright sunshine with tea and magnificent cakes as usual (supplied by
Tricia Evison and Fiona Long), Mary Webb did a splendid job supplying the beer for the tail -enders to
cry into and Nick Craig strolled down memory lane reading names of OK sailors past on the trophy.
He recalled his first trip to the club at the age of seventeen – he was second in the Enterprise Open
to our magnificent Officer of the Day; Dave Phillips! A great day and a big thank you to all our guests.
Cookham loves OK’s!!

29 - Nick Craig of Frensham finely balances the boat downwind – Picture by Carole Dixon

Overall Results
1 OK 2232 Nick Craig Burghfield Lee-on-Solent SC
2 OK 2093 Edward Crichton UTSC
3 OK 100 Alan Robinson Severn SC
4 OK 14 Andy Dalby Burghfield SC
5 OK 2234 Chris Burrell UTSC
6 OK 1998 Gary Adshead CRSC
7 OK 2115 Gareth Jones CRSC
8 OK NZL598 Sam Sparks Queen Mary SC
9 OK 2239 Rupert Smith Newhaven & Seaford SC
10 OK 1695 Clive Evison CRSC
11 OK 2196 Andrew Boxer CRSC
12 OK 2167 Phil Benton UTSC
13 OK 1990 James Long CRSC

Burghfield Revisted
After an initial postponement due to you-know-what, the OK fleet returned to Burghfield on June
19th with 7 visiting boats being warmly welcomed by 5 home boats and a professional looking race
team headed by Rob Sterling. Thankfully mother nature chose to look kindly on us, held the rain off
and gave us a slightly better than expected ENE breeze of 5-8 knots to get started with.
The Race Team laid a Rhombus course for the 8 sprint races of 2 laps each with a gate start/finish
line a short beat from the final mark. This gave us a beat, reach, run, reach and plenty of passing
opportunities.

Race 1 got away cleanly with Dan (?) in a borrowed boat, getting away cleanly from a tight pack and
extending away from the squabbling group behind. By the end of lap one Andy Dalby and Jeremy
Deacon had broken clear of the pack and were fighting hard for second. On the final mark Jeremy
managed to get an overlap for water and held Andy off to the line for second.
Race 2 was another clean start and Dan and Andy cleared off with Andy getting the better of Dan to
take the gun this time. Whiley old fox Alan Atkin got in on the action this time holding Jeremy off to
take third.
Race 3 was a little more processional with Andy leading the way again, closely followed by Dan and
Jeremy with Deryck Lovegrove showing a good turn of speed to follow them home for fourth.
Further back, new OK Sailor and the second of two boats from Broadwater SC, Richard Beke,
managed to hold off Steve Hinton-Lever to take a well deserved 12th place.
Race 4 was a bit more interesting although Dan and Andy were at the front swapping places again.
Dan took his second bullet with Andy second. Jeremy got swallowed by the pack on the first beat
and struggled to get back though while Rodney Tidd and Alan Robinson fought for third, Rodney
getting the upper hand by the end, and Alan Atkin holding Jeremy off to take fifth.
Race 5 was a battle for the win between Jeremy and Dan. Andy got stuck in the pack and let the 2 at
the front get away. Jeremy led until final run where the lightweight Dan was just too quick and
managed to win the gybing duel and take water at the mark. From there he extended down the
reach to take the win from Jeremy. Andy managed to rescue a fourth f ollowing Alan Robinson home
who took the third he just missed out on in race 4.
So at lunch, with 5 races sailed and 1 discard now allowed, Dan was leading with 5 points, Andy
Second on 7 points and Jeremy third on 11 points. Theoretically any of the 3 could still win but
Jeremy would need 3 bullets and for Dan to have a shocking last 3 races. So it was between Dan and
Andy for the open.
Lunch over and on to Race 6. A slightly increased breeze of maybe 10 knots and the beat stretched
out a bit. Following the first (and only) general recall of the day, Dan sailed away with this one and
wrapped up the open with 2 races to spare. Jeremy managed to hold Andy off to keep his chances of
second overall alive with just 2 points separating them. Taking his best resul t so far was Sam Sparks
in fourth followed by Mary Reddyhoff who had been quietly racking up good results through the
morning and was getting faster and faster.
Race 7 and with the open in the bag all eyes were on the fight for second. Andy got a cracking start
and looked set for a good result. Disaster for Jeremy as he found himself to windward of Rodney
who took no prisoners and pushed him over the line. Jeremy turned back and cleared himself and
then went hard right. When he came back to the fleet he crossed somewhere around fifth place and
set about chasing down the leaders. By the finish Andy crossed the line to take the win and secure
second overall followed by Dan and not far back was Jeremy rescuing a podium and third overall.
Alan Atkin came home fourth followed by a consistent Mary taking her 4th fifth in 7 races.
Race 8 was slightly depleted with 4 boats heading for an early shower. Dan and Andy took the lead
up the first beat with Mary, Deryck and Rodney close behind. A bad first beat left Jeremy down the
order with another fight on his hands. Dan took the win just to emphasize a commanding win on his
first time in an OK (he looked pretty comfortable to me) followed again by Andy and then came
Mary, sailing very well and comfortably holding off Jeremy who had managed to find a way past
Rodney who took fifth and Deryck in Sixth.

Back to the club to pack away and enjoy a well deserved pint and a socially distanced prize giving. A
well run open meeting and a huge thanks to Deryck and Burghfield for organising it and Rob and his
team for putting on 8 great races. Thanks also to Nick Craig for lending both his boats to Dan and
Jeremy (can I have the faster one next time??) and to another club member for loaning their boat to
Ian.

Overy Staithe
Overy Staithe Sailing Club ran their annual OK open over the weekend of the 26th and 27th June.
With early racing both mornings it makes a very unique open allowing the visitors time to explore
the local area after racing.
Andy Turner with his race team took charge of the weekend which we shared with the Europe Open.
The wind blew from the North East both days with a light to moderate breeze on Saturday with
almost perfect moderate (and a little more at times) OK conditions on Sunday. The only thing
missing was the sunshine! Both days were sailed inside the harbour - Saturday because we would
have struggled to get out through the channel with the strength of the tide and light breeze and on
Sunday we had more than enough breeze inside!
There was plenty of place changing in both races around the race course with Peter Turner, Dave
Cooper and Rodney Tidd all in the mix at the front but in the end Nick Craig took both wins on
Saturday with Alex Scoles, Burt(Richard Burton) and Duncan Ellis posting top 3 positions during t he
morning.
Local sailor Alex hosted a socially distanced BBQ in the afternoon for the sailors followed by
grandstand viewing of the Europe racing who were sailing on the evening tide with both Alex and
Dave Cooper also taking part leading to vocal support on the beach!
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Day 2 saw Burt take control of the first race followed by Nick and Duncan. The final race saw Nick
take control of the race with the other places hotly contested around the race course with Burt
taking second and Alex 3rd.

Finally it was great to see some new faces join the class including Dom Mortimer who travelled from
the Isle of Wight and Ben Falat who has built his own boat!
Overall Results:
1st Nick Craig 2232
2nd Richard Burton 8
3rd Alex Scoles 13
4th Duncan Ellis 95
5th Peter Turner 2059
6th Simon Turner 2177
7th Dom Mortimer 36
8th Rodney Tidd 68
9th Dave Cooper 2161
10th Ben Falat 71
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Inlands - Chase SC
As promised the weekend started with plenty of sun but not a lot of wind. The schedule was for two
races in the morning before lunch with another 2 in the afternoon.
The race team wasted no time in getting the fleet away in what can only be described as shifty and
very puffy conditions. Nick Craig wasted no time in hitting the front of the fleet and sailed away to
take the first race by some distance followed by Andy Davis showing good pace in his new ship and
Krzysztof Bonicki taking an excellent third. The second race saw an adjusted course and a large righthand shift on the first beat taking OK veteran Neil Goodhead from his "conservative" start to leading
round the first mark followed by Allen Brothers Ben Harden in his first OK event. After many reaches
Nick managed to sail through to the lead from Andy with Ben holding on to his third.
After an excellent lunch put on by the team at Chase, the fleet headed out for the third race of the
day to another start position and a short postponement. One of the class light weights Will Croxford
nailed the pin off the start and looked to be sailing into the distance had it not been for a right -hand

shift at the top of the beat which brought Nick and Andy and Gavin Poulloin through into 1st, 2nd
and 3rd retrospectively. These positions remained for the remainder of the race.

32 - Ben Harden from sponsor Allen Sailing during the Allen 2021 OK Inlands at Chase - photo © Beth Tate

The schedule planned for another race on the Saturday but due to the earlier postponement and
fickle winds the race team looked for council from a keen, energetic sailor who would give them the
confirmation that they needed to run the 4th race. Having struggled to find one of those they
decided to speak to Will Croxford instead who to avoid the potential wrath of his better half
informed the race team that everyone had had enough for the day and that they should call it a day.

33 - Krzysztof Bonicki during the Allen 2021 OK Inlands at Chase - photo © Beth Tate

The fleet retired a shore to a curry and party put on by Chase Sailing club where I am led to believe
there were some questionable dance moves on show by certain members of the fleet, who to avoid
embarrassment shall remain nameless, but thank you very much to that individual for sponsoring
the Allen Brothers OK Inlands.
Sunday morning treated us to some good old fashioned Midlands weather but more wind and given
Will's decision to earn some brownie points the night before the Race Team aimed for 3 back-toback races.

34 - Ed Bradburn finishes 3rd in the Allen 2021 OK Inlands at Chase - photo © Beth Tate

Race four saw the introduction of the U flag unbeknown to some members of the fleet. It was Andy
Davis who rounded first ahead of Nick and seemed to be sailing away to an unassailable lead
followed by Nick Craig and Ben Pickering. However, the U flag caught up with Andy allowing nick to
sail off into the distance with Ben and Ed Bradburn tustling for 2nd and 3rd with Russ Clark just
behind. On the final beat Ed managed to hold of Ben for 2nd but in the process let Russ through into
3rd.
In race five Andy Davis yet again made the best start leading from start to finish with positions
changing behind with Nick sailing through into 2nd and Ed finishing up 3rd. Race 6 saw a similar story
as race 5 with the same finishing positions in the top 3.
Final scores where Nick Craig 1st, Andy Davis 3rd and Ed Bradburn 3rd.

35 - Winner Nick Craig during the Allen 2021 OK Inlands at Chase - photo © Beth Tate

A great weekend was had by all in some challenging conditions and thanks must go to the race team
and all at Chase Sailing club for putting on such a great event for all involved.
In addition the OK fleet must thank Allen Brothers for sponsoring this event and also the nationals
earlier in the year providing prizes and support at both events and Ben Harden for supporting the
event. The fleet hope to see him in a boat again soon and also some more of his dance moves...
oops!

South Staffs
Unfortunately there wasn't a report from South Staffs this year, but it was won by Nick from local
Andy Davis and Russ Clark following up in third. However there were some cracking photos from
Martin Warburton

Full results are here

OK WINTER CHAMPIONSHIPS – ALTON WATER
Finally we have a great report by Sam Thompson of the Winter Championships at Alton Water (that
your Ed forgot to send into Y&Y!)

I’ll start with an admission that as this was my first real OK event after only sailing the boat a handful
of times so I know no one’s names and spent the entire day with my head in the boat trying to work
out which bit did what and peering at Nick Craigs tuning guide which I have taped to the deck so I
know what to do, as a consequence I didn’t pay much attention to what was happening so this may
not be an accurate or in depth reflection.
Pre launch there was some changing room comparisons of how much weight people had already put
on as they head towards Christmas, some gentle leg pulling of those under 75kg and someone was
presented with a massive cake and beer on account of a milestone birthday in a way all sailing
events should start with some out of tune singing.

Race 1 was set with the longest possible beat and a slightly pin biased line but with the reservoir
vent just upwind waiting to stop your boat completely. A clean start from the fleet, some stuff
happened, some tacks were made and by the first mark two boats (Alex and Russ) had escaped and
it was already clear that this was going to be the order of the day. For the remainder of the race the
front two seemed to have good tussle in the distance without ever really changing places. The next
pack of about three or four were pretty fluid until the final reach. Behind them the bulk of the fleet
were having a lovely day out.
Race 2 might have had a general recall with the U flag introduced but with the same course. Slightly
more wind for this one, the lightweights were hiking, the heavier sailors might have had to think
about sitting on the side. The front two were still the front two but didn’t fully escape until the
second lap this time. The first downwind saw a lot of place changes as the entire fleet fanned out
trying to keep some clean air. There were some big shifts to catch if you were looking but in general

it was similar to race 1 with the exception that 3rd place broke away after two laps and closed the
gap to the leading pair.

Race 3 again had a few recalls and shifting of the pin but it’s a small lake surrounded by trees so it
was never going to be perfect. With the exception of Alex and Russ who once again were in a
different race, the fleet stayed together and made for a very congested first beat and run. Picking
out the shifts was again crucial to hitting the ladders upwind and dodging the dreaded vent. At some
point the front pair had nearly a 200m lead over the next boat which in turn had a very narrow lead
over the rest of the fleet who had stayed glued together. By the final upwind of the day 3rd place
had closed the gap to a few boats lengths on 2nd causing Russ the need to look backwards for the
first time that day. The main was fleet 200m back and still together as one, the race officer had his
work cut out when they all crossed the line within about 5seconds of each other!
There was some quality racing and sailing on show (certainly not from my boat) but the standout
performances were Alex Scholes (1,1,1) and the race team who executed a superbly run event with
some of the most efficient turn arounds possible meaning we got three races in without any fuss or
opportunity to get cold waiting around.
The cake was good too.
Full Results are here

36 - First - Alex Scoles

37 - Second - Russ Clark

38 - Third - Sam Thompson

Interview - 2021 OK National Champion, Henry Wetherell
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We are delighted to have a new National Champion in Henry Wetherell and he's kindly taken some
time out for a chat about all things OK and sailing
(KR) Hi Henry, thanks for letting us speak to you. You’ve burst onto the OK scene this year by taking a
convincing win in the Nationals from OK legend Nick Craig, which isn’t an easy task by any means.
Can you tell us a little about your sailing background and any highlights of your sailing career to
date?
(HW) Hi, I grew up on a small pond called Beaver Sailing Club and sailed Toppers, Rs200’s with my
Dad, Lasers and then the Finn. I would say my highlight is finishing 6th at my first Finn Europeans and
winning the Under 23 category.

What made you join in with the OK fleet this year? Was it something you were thinking about
already or was it an unplanned opportunity when Charlie Cumbley’s boat became available to sail at
the Nationals?
I was actually thinking of joining the class as soon as I finished my Finn sailing as I knew a few of the
guys sailing within the class. It was made really easy for me to then do the Nationals as Charlie kindly
offered me his boat as he was at the J70 Worlds. His mast and North Sails combination was perfect
for me too along with a great Ovington boat.

How did you find the boat to sail and did you have much practice in it before the Nationals? You
certainly seemed to make it go quickly right from the first start.
I didn’t have much practice before the event, just the sail from WPNSA to Weymouth Sailing club the
day before. I found the boat actually very tweaky on the water, each control made big changes to the
overall shape. I was having to learn how to sail the boat whilst racing. It was quite noticeable when
my rudder popped off up the second beat in the first race!

40 - Henry chasing Burt hard. Photo - Richard Bowers

The Nationals was a seriously windy event with some epic squalls coming through. Coming into the
OK from the larger Finn, did you find sailing it in that sort of breeze a little easier because of your
Finn background and do you have any Finn tips to share with the OKs for getting downhill quickly
and safely? I see from photos of the Saturday that you were sailing with your centreboard fully down
on the run.
I would say the OK is a cross between a Laser and the Finn. Sail controls are the same as a finn but
it’s much lighter so you can really spin the boat on a dime if you need to. I would say it was easier to
get around the course in a breeze just because it’s lighter than a Finn and you can control the heel of
the boat more with your body weight.
I think my tips for getting downwind in the breeze is centreboard either down or up very slightly as
the board is already quite small so it gets quite loose if you bring the board up too much and your
body weight back as far as possible so the bow doesn’t dig in. Also having enough vang on to close
the leech enough so the boat doesn’t always want to death roll on top of you. Another one is
generally you’re safest the faster you go, if you back off you’ll probably be in more danger than if you
just get it ripping.
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I understand you’re planning to go to the OK Worlds in Sweden in 2022 (COVID etc permitting of
course). Is this as far ahead as you’ve planned your OK sailing at the moment or are you targeting
the 2023 OK Worlds in Lyme Regis?
I was planning to really aim for the Lyme Regis Worlds, I think this could attract ex Finn sailors and
some Laser sailors if they can get hold of boats. But it looks as though I can get to the Worlds next
year in Sweden just after Cowes Week so I’m looking forward to that.

We’ve seen many older world class sailors such as Freddy Loof come into the class to sail ‘just for
fun’ and the standard in the international fleet seems to be getting higher every year. With the Finn
being (unjustly IMO) dropped from the Olympics, do you think we might see more of younger Finn
sailors like yourself move across to the OK? It’s perhaps a more economical boat to campaign than
the Finn.
I really hope guys who either sail the laser or are too big for the laser sail the OK in the future as I
think it’d a great class to learn some different skills whilst also applying the skills they have from
what they already do. I hope we see more Finn sailors sailing the OK as you can sail them at 80100kg no problem as you can get a mast and sail combination to suit you.

British Sailing Team (BST) Finns sailors are famed for their physical fitness and hiking ability. Do you
have any key exercises or routines that you’d recommend others do to improve their hiking fitness.
I recommend cycling to build your aerobic capacity and help yourself recover day in and day out. Also
hitting the gym to build your strength but the only exercise really to get better at hiking…..is hiking.
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The OK Nationals were sailed in Weymouth Bay, which must be a venue you’ve spent a lot of time
sailing at with the BST, but the places we have spent the most time sailing at are not always our
favourites. So what are your all time favourite sailing venues both here in the UK and abroad and
why?
I’ve had some epic days sailing at Highcliffe in the summer but my favourites abroad are Lake Garda
and Sydney, that was pretty cool having to dodge thousands of boats on a Saturday afternoon.

I see from Instagram you’ve been doing some Moth and J70 sailing as well this year. Both look
exciting classes to be in. Are you involved in any other classes as well?

I also sail Etchells from time to time but mostly those two right now. I’m still involved in the Finn class
doing some coaching whenever possible.

Looking beyond singlehanders are smaller racing yachts, do you have any ambitions or plans to
follow the pro-sailor path towards the Americas Cup? There’s certainly a few Kiwis who sail OKs for
fun, so you’d be in good company there.
I’d love to, but as of right now it’s quite hard to get into a team. I’m sailing my Moth down in
Portland as much as I can to improve my foiling and I hope I have some racing skills that could
transfer over. Who knows what the future will hold but I would definitely like to do be part of an
Americas cup team.
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A better than OK first season in the British OK fleet – Russ Clark
(GBR 91)

As I look back on my first season racing an OK dinghy, I ask myself, why didn’t I do this sooner! I’ve
raced all sorts of boats over the last 25 years from foiling Moths, the Musto Skiff, 49er, RS400 and
the 505, yet the last single-handed hiking boat I owned was a Laser in the 1990s. So why now?

I decided to buy an OK for a few key reasons: Some of the best sailors in the world sail them, the
international racing scene is really strong, there is variety of choice of sails, hulls and masts for
different size sailors, the UK class is very friendly, competitive and thriving. The original plan was to
complete at back-to-back World Championships in Sweden in 2020 with the OKs preceding the 505s
by a week just down the road. I ordered a new trailer to double both boats, booked the ferries and
then the world stopped for a bit.

Therefore 2021 was my first opportunity to race the UK fleet. Chris Turner and the team at Ovington
Boats made me a beautiful new boat (GBR 91) last winter and I set about training in the Solent and
from WPNSA. The UK Nationals was my first event and it was a baptism of fire! The Y&Y report
published in the summer eloquently describes the wild conditions on the water and I had a great
time finishing 7th overall with some fabulous pictures now up on my wall at home. What I really
took away from the event other than happy memories of bar banter, dinghy park discussions and
free beer (thanks Burt) was the high quality of the racing. The front of the UK fleet is world class. The
racing is fair yet tough, to tag onto the lead group and watch how each sailor managed their
different hull, rig and sail combo in the conditions was a lesson on its own. I didn ’t capsize and made

every gybe mark turn (“…it’s called a gybe mark for a reason” hey Jim!) and enjoyed the scrapping on
the racecourse.

45 - …it’s called a gybe mark for a reason

Having learnt a lot and sailed the boat in conditions I’d never have gotten off the beach at Stokes
Bay, the autumn events on the lakes of Chase, South Staffs and Alton Water beckoned. Light winds
dominated and at 95kgs my work was cut out to stay towards the front of the fleet. These events
have cemented for me the closeness of the racing, camaraderie of the fleet and welcoming
atmosphere. I look forward to more racing in 2022, hopefully overseas, I have a new ri g on order, a
few boat bimbles to do and will try to get hiking fit (well maybe fitter…).

Thanks to all those who’ve helped me get up to speed this year and I’m delighted to have finished
2nd in this year’s Travellers and Inland series. Happy New Year to you all and see you on the
racecourse soon.

Worlds 2023 - Lyme Regis
Things are progressing well for the Worlds coming to Lyme Regis in 2023 and we recently presented
this slide to the recent OKDIA AGM. There are a lot of people coming into the class and it promises
to be a bumper event for everybody.

As a teaser for those who have not been there, here are a couple of videos showing just what
conditions can be like off Lyme Regis in summer (no OKs unfortunately).

Boat Bimbles and Anecdotes
We all have tricks and tips to make our lives easier and memories of great times sailing our OKs and
here are a few that have been sent in

Carbon Control Centre
UK resident Kiwi and composites specialist Sam Stokes built this gorgeous carbon fitting
incorporating a compass bracket and up/down centreboard lines.

The centreboard lines are on elastics to tidy them away after adjustment

Mast Mounted Halyard Bag
The 'Joey' from Rooster is designed as a neoprene bottle holder to allow drinks bottles to be stowed
on trapeze racks and the like. It connects on with velcro straps but it also makes a neat, low windage
halyard pocket when strapped on the front of an OK mast

Herne Bay Memories - Roger Cooper
I think it was Aug 2001 the last time the Nationals were at Herne Bay ( I maybe wrong) but on that
occasion, with the benefit of some local advice I set off on the Practice Race creeping along the
beach in very shallow water, and then making the judgement to turn out to sea to the first mark,
while nearly all the fleet were marooned in a very strong inbound tide. I led to to the first mark
where the race was shortened, and was declared the winner on what I think was my 60th Birthday
(24 Aug). That’s the only OK race I ever won !!!
Look forward to catching up with you sometime in 2022.
Roger

Morten Jacob's Tips from Thailand
I have rigged my boat so I can sail with 5:1 upwind and have auto ratchets as the first two
blocks. This makes the sheet loads easy to manage and I can sail with the sheet in my hand, so trim
changes are very smooth. Downwind I hold the mainsheet where it comes out of one side of the
double traveller block, so I sail with 3:1 when pumping is all owed under rule 42 (note the traveller
block does not move at all when I pump in the sheet).
For any tall ex laser sailors, the following may also be useful: I have copied the flat side -decks and
single strap from a laser, and find the boat feel comfortable and very similar to what I was used to
using an aft strap for a Finn. Length is self adjusting; it get shorter as i move back in the boat.

Final tip: hardshell caps as used in laboratories etc are cheap and make excellent sailing caps,
without looking too nerdy; see photo.
We also expect a recovery of the OK class in Thailand, with 10 new boats under construction using a
new mould, and 2 self builders expecting to start their projects soon. In case there is interest in
holding another OK worlds in Thailand, there can be a lot more local sailors taking part.

Andy Mileham recounts: OK National Championship 1967
“The OK National Championship was held at Kippford, Solway Firth in 1967. Tony Poole in OK 761
Ora Pro Nobis, and I, Off-Kut 842 put our OKs on a trailer, we packed my 850cc mini with food,
mainly tins of baked beans, a tent and a lot of hairy old jumpers (effective weight jackets), and
towed the boats north from Poole, Dorset.
Off-Kut, was allegedly built from scraps by Lester Vincent. When measured it was found to be
considerably longer than it should be. To save time and probably money, Lester whipped out a
handsaw and lopped off the offending section of bow, the end repaired with woven glass cloth and
resin.
Climbing Shap Fell, Tony and I were rammed by a German tourist. His car smashed my mast but he
denied the accident - there were no marks on his car! We camped by the Solway Yacht Club in an
inflatable igloo tent; it was regularly deflated by David Cull and Peter Crew. These Nationals were
notable for masses of wind and a National Champion, Mike Richardson, who didn't gybe all we ek! A
competitor with an OK called Hoof Hearted caused amusement when the prize presenter read out
the name… David Cull was weaving his way back to his tent one evening when he stumbled on an
overturned car with the driver trapped inside. Fuelled by the local ‘Heavy’ and adrenalin he lifted the
car clear of the guy single-handedly. Abiding memories of Kippford: much wind, having to borrow
money to buy another mast, a personal record of thirteen capsizes in just one race, no wetsuits, just
jumpers and jeans ‘drying’ in the Scottish overnight rain on the end of the mast halyard.”
It would appear that the behaviour of the OK fleet has not changed much in the intervening
years, nor the weather improved!

The Final Leg

Thanks for reading this Newsletter and we hope it reminds you the high points of the 2021 season
and why the OK is such a great class to sail in. Fingers crossed for a cracking season in 2022.
Finally we have a small video of Dave and Burt out training at Herne Bay - see you all there in '22
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